
Eschewing traditional repeat-pattern printing, Brook-
lyn-based studio Calico Wallpaper is making something 
exceptional in the world of wallpaper. Produced with the 
help of digital enlargement, the award-winning designer 
brand moves art beyond the frame by creating custom 
fit, non-repeating wall murals.

Bespoke Wallpaper



Inverted Spaces | Orion 

Calico Wallpaper creates wholly customizable 
and non-repeating wall art that elevates truly 
one-of-a-kind environments.



  Founded in Brooklyn, New York 

in 2013, Rachel and Nick Cope of 

Calico Wallpaper creates large-

scale designs and textures that 

blend artisanal, sometimes ancient 

methods with various modes of 

modern design.



Highlights 
from the 
full collection



Known as the studio’s signature collection, Aurora reflects on the endless variation in each day’s cy-
cle of dawn and dusk through seamless gradients that glow like the distant horizon.

Aurora Collection

Aurora | Bayou



Aurora | Ray



Another signature print from Calico. Influenced by the Japanese concept of Wabi-Sabi, Wabi’s fluid 
design evokes the feeling of water flowing over pebbles.

Wabi Collection



Wabi | Cloud



A meditative journey through lunar landscapes. Lunaris draws inspiration from the topography of 
distant planets and, delving into the mysteries of the moon.

Lunaris Collection



Lunaris | Midnight



Inspired by the traces left by artistic explorations, Palette celebrates the expansive possibilities of 
color. The dappled pattern of Palette is suggestive of the motions of cumulative brushstrokes, of 
process and practices returned to again and again.

Palette Collection



Palette | Agnes



A collaboration with Snarkitecture. Topographies transforms a three-dimensional exercise into a 
two-dimensional wall covering. The resulting wallcovering implies an unknown architectural depth 
within the flat surface of the wall.

Topographies Collection



Topographies | Winter

Inspired by the traces left by artistic explorations, Palette celebrates the expansive pos-
sibilities of color. The dappled pattern of Palette is suggestive of the motions of cumu-
lative brushstrokes, of process and practices returned to again and again.

Palette Collection



Sumi is named after the Japanese tradition of Suminagashi marbling. Drawing on this time-honored 
technique, Calico crafted a series of seven Sumi colorways, which evoke the shape of earth, stone, 
water, and air.

.

Sumi Collection



Sumi | Stone



A collaboration with Amsterdam’s BCXSY concept design studio, Inverted Spaces transforms NASA 
satellite imagery into a series of constellational portraits, exploring the beauty of the infinite expan-
sion of the universe.

.

Inverted Spaces Collection





A collaboration with French designer Sam Baron, Noir is a collection paying homage to the meticu-
lous focus of the French artist Pierre Soulages who is famous for a practice he calls “Outrenoir”. The 
result is a bold papier-peint collection characterized by broad brushstrokes that capture the richness 
that is revealed through restraint and study.
.

Noir Collection





Inspired by the paintings of Henri Rousseau, many of which were conceived in botanical gardens 
near his home in Paris, the collection delves into the depths of an exotic landscape embellished by 
the imagination. 
.

Wanderlust Collection
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